Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 17

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. to state the main points
3. opposite of negative
5. a portion of a whole
7. Many home owners make monthly ___ payments.
8. to give hope or confidence
11. typical
18. to promote a product
19. to broadcast on television
21. to put in a useful order
23. items for sale
25. an agreement in which each party gives up some claim
26. a member of one's family
27. strongly affected by something
28. lively
29. forceful

Down
1. We have ___ space in the basement.
2. to put to use
4. English was my first ___.
6. to learn by heart
9. a help or a benefit
10. a supply that is less than needed
12. appealing
13. to point out faults
14. what is left after violent destruction
15. something passed down through the generations
16. I didn't ___ him with his new beard.
17. a school of higher learning
20. physical activity
22. simple and crude
24. You can ___ your writing to improve it.